
Advocating for Change

• We have THE report we can all get behind
• Unity as a Community: Our Alliance has never been 
• more important
• Message: Immediate funding required: 1.3 B over 4 years 
• Investing in research is not a choice between attending to 

most vulnerable versus investing in an uncertain future
• Help the government sell the investment to Canadians
• Stop the conflation and celebrate the relation
• Play the long game

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I had the opportunity to hear David Naylor speak about advocacy for our community last week in Toronto. Here’s is what I took away from this meeting. We have the Naylor Report on Fundamental Science that we should endorse broadly. We should not cherry pick among its recommendations; however, what we can do is tell the stories about how our research has saved lives and continues to save lives, creates jobs and ensures our security. Unity as a community has never been more important. In the same way that we should not cherry pick among recommendations, research advocacy organizations should not put sector interests above the fundamental message that we must invest immediately and we need 1.3 billion over four years to ensure we remain competitive internationally and we do not lose the next generation of scientists We should tell government that choosing research as an investment is not a choice between attending to the most vulnerable and investing in an uncertain future. Research gives us the evidence to ensure we develop equitable policies and practices. It protects and saves the most vulnerable in our society through healthy public policy and by ensuring our health system is accessible and sustainable. It reinvents healthcare giving health consumers more power in their care. Research gives us the tools to prevent infection and disease And, Canadians don’t choose between investing in their futures and dealing with tough problems on a day-to-day basis. They do both. We challenge governments to do the same!
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